






































From: Pete peterboehm@spitfire.com.au
Subject: Pool Repair
Date: 1 June 2011 at 1:41 PM
To: david@dara.com.au

 
 
         To Urambi Village Residents                                                                30/5/11
         Urambi Village Kambah
 
 
         Pool Repair Quotation
Detail
Drain Pool
Repoint existing Coping Pavers to pool edge.
Replace Waterline tiles with same or similar and regrout
 
Strip back crack in fibreglass, mid section, to investigate extent of repairs necessary; assuming
there may be corrosion on Reo bar , allowing fibreglass  to fracture. Due to breakdown of
concrete we have allowed airhammer to expose Reo bar , cut out corrosion and weld in
replacement Reo
Clean and prepare new sections by blast cleaning
Coat with zinc and epoxy and fill area with epoxy mortar to meet existing profile
Replace unsound fiberglass at this location and reinforce with 450 grade fibre matting
Note : As the pool was full at the time of inspection it would be difficult to evaluate whether
additional repairs would be necessary. This may need to be revisited.
 
Following through from cured repair work , the pool surface will be cleaned down with a
natural garnet abrasive ,that will  comply with relevant environmental requirements , to
formulate a sound surface for coating application. The surface will then be steamcleaned and
vacuum dried for coating application.
 
Apply 1 coat of Hempels epoxy light primer  ,to assist with the protection of blistering in gel
coat.
Apply 2 coats of 2pack high build epoxy mastic.(Colour to suit existing)
Monitor curing
 
Once surface has cured ,  pool will be refilled and chemically balanced suitable for swimming.
Note; Permission to drain and fill the pool will need to be sought from ACTEW  
Cost $24890.00 plus gst component  
Terms : To be advised
 
Thankyou for giving me the opportunity to quote your project . For further information on the
details , please call me . I look forward to speaking with you soon ,
Regards ,
Peter Boehm
Aurora Landscaping & Pools



From: David Keightley david@dara.com.au
Subject: Pool quote

Date: 2 July 2011 at 4:28 PM
To: David Keightley david@dara.com.au, John Bevan johnandcoralbevan@grapevine.com.au, Phillip McLauchlan

phillip.mclauchlan@me.com, Nicolas Brown nic.k.a.brown@home.netspeed.com.au, Noel Pratt angophera1@hotmail.com,
Hilary Edwards hilary-edwards@hotmail.com, Rob Riley smileyriley@netspeed.com.au, Steve Rabey
rabeypedler@velocitynet.com.au, Ellen Shipley eshipley2002@yahoo.com.au

Hi all

Attached is the second quote that John Bevan has received to refurbish the pool.

While the quote does not mention repairing the damaged pool floor, John was informed in a phone call that it did.

David





Urambi'Village'swimming'pool'rules''
The$following$rules$are$to$help$ensure$safety$and$
equal$enjoyment$for$all$pool$users$and$others$
who$may$be$affected$by$the$use$of$the$pool.$
Please$exercise$common<sense$and$courtesy$in$
all$pool$activities.$$

All$owners$and$residents,$and$their$house$
guests,$are$entitled$to$use$the$pool,$and$pay$a$
quarterly$levy,$determined$at$the$Annual$
General$Meeting.$The$levy$is$used$to$cover$
insurance,$new$equipment$and$all$other$costs$
associated$with$maintaining$and$developing$the$
pool.$$

Definitions'$

For$the$purpose$of$these$rules:$$

(a)$an$adult$is$a$person$18$years$of$age$and$over$$
(b)$a$participating$unit$is$a$unit$in$Urambi$Village,$
i.e.:$
(i)$an$owner$$
(ii)$a$tenant,$if$the$owner$has$transferred$their$
rights$to$use$the$pool$$
(iii)$any$child$resident$in$Urambi$Village$$
(iv)$any$resident$of$Urambi$Village$who$is$
designated$as$an$associate$member—such$
designation$may$only$be$made$for$one$season$at$
a$time.$$
All$participating$units$have$the$following$rights:$

(a)$to$use$the$pool,$subject$to$the$rules$$
(b)$to$invite$as$guests$adults$who$are$not$
residents$of$Urambi$Village,$and$any$child,$to$use$
the$pool,$subject$to$the$rules.$The$maximum$
number$of$guests$per$participating$unit$allowed$
to$use$the$pool$at$any$one$time$may$be$set$at$a$
general$meeting,$if$such$action$becomes$
necessary$to$preserve$the$enjoyment$of$
participating$units.$$
An$absentee$owner$of$a$participating$unit$can$
elect,$by$notifying$the$Executive$Committee$in$
writing,$to$transfer$to$their$tenants$the$right$to$
use$the$pool.$

Rules'

1.$The$hours$of$access$to$the$pool$will$be$
determined$by$the$Executive$Committee$in$
consultation$with$the$pool$manager.$

2.$The$Executive$Committee$is$responsible$for$
the$management$of$the$pool$and$may$set$
conditions$on$its$use.$$

3.$The$pool$manager$(appointed$by$the$
Executive$Committee),$in$consultation$with$the$
Executive$Committee,$may$close$the$pool$
whenever$the$manager$deems$it$necessary.$

4.$Entry$to$the$pool$is$by$the$key<operated$gate$
only.$Each$participating$unit$will$be$issued$with$a$
key$(available$from$the$pool$manager).$
Replacement$cost$of$keys$will$be$borne$by$the$
applicant.$

5.$Any$behaviour$deemed$dangerous$is$not$
permitted$within$the$pool$enclosure.$

6.$The$playing$of$ball$games,$frisbee,$or$the$
throwing$of$any$objects,$is$not$permitted$in$the$
pool$or$its$surrounds.$

7.$Alcohol$is$not$permitted$within$the$pool$
surrounds$or$within$the$pool$without$prior$
Executive$Committee$approval.$

8.$No$child$under$12$years$of$age$is$permitted$in$
the$pool$enclosure$unless$an$adult$is$present$
and$has$accepted$responsibility$for$them.$

9.$Members$of$participating$units$(but$not$
visitors),$from$12$to$17$years$of$age$may$use$the$
pool$without$adult$supervision,$but$must$leave$
the$pool$enclosure$if$an$adult$directs$them$to$do$
so$for$disregarding$the$rules.$Use$of$the$pool$is$a$
privilege$that$can$be$revoked$for$the$current$
season$should$someone$frequently$be$asked$to$
leave$the$pool$for$disregarding$the$rules.$

10.$No$dogs$or$other$animals$are$allowed$within$
the$pool$enclosure.$

11.$Sound$equipment$may$not$be$used$within$
the$pool$enclosure$except$through$earphones.$

12.$Any$complaints$about$pool$use$can$be$put$to$
the$Executive$Committee.$$

13.$These$rules$may$be$changed$by$a$simple$
majority$vote$of$the$Executive$Committee.$

Contact''

The$contact$within$Urambi$Village$about$any$
matters$relating$to$the$swimming$pool$is$
urambisec@gmail.com.$



8 July 2019 

Pool renovation options 

# Options Pros Cons 
1 Do nothing Nil cost Tiles will continue to come 

off and become an 
insurance liability 

2 Pool manager replaces 
displaced tiles 

$27 per 7 tiles at around 
250-300 current tiles to 
replace 

The pool robot is likely to 
pull off the new tiles as 
they are replaced 

3 Professionally replace the tiles 
with new 

Professionally installed 
with an epoxy resin to 
avoid seal failure 
Preparation and removal 
only $1,700 
The pool does not need to 
be fully drained 

Tile replacement and 
installation costs $11,572 

4 Remove tiles and paint pool 
instead 

Avoids falling tile issue 
Pool lines can be added   
(at a cost of $1,200) 

The pool must be drained 
which risks the pool wall’s 
integrity 
Expensive cost of $14,910, 
including pricey wall 
preparation of $5,245 

5 Remove tiles and only paint at 
water level 

Not priced but would be a 
cheaper option 

Dismissed by SwimArt as 
the pool doesn’t appear to 
require re-painting. Pool 
would still need to be 
drained 

 

The third option is preferred. It will address the falling tile problems and doesn’t require draining the 
pool. SwimArt acknowledged that the price seemed reasonable and they were unable to procure a 
tiler to do the work. 

Any draining of the pool requires Access Canberra approval and must not be achieved at faster than 
3 litres per second, nor have high chlorine content or occur within 6 hours of rainfall. The water can 
be siphoned to the sewage outlet west of the ball court. 

Re-skinning of the pool in 2025 would not be adversely affected by re-tiling this year. 

Clinton 
Pool Manager 


